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First 3D Mammography Machine in
Northeast Iowa Now at VMH
Veterans Memorial Hospital now
has the first 3D mammography
machine in northeast Iowa. The
Genius™ 3D MAMMOGRAPHY™
exam machine is developed by
Hologic, Inc., a worldwide leader in
Women’s Health. Utilizing advanced
breast tomosynthesis technology,
Genius exams are clinically proven to
significantly increase the detection of
breast cancers, while simultaneously
decreasing the number of women
asked to return for additional testing.
“This new Hologic system is the only
clinically superior breast tomosynthesis
system as approved by the FDA and is
recommended for women of all ages
and breast densities,” states Amanda
Leiran, RT, (R)(M)(CT)(BD), Supervisor
of the Radiology Department. “The
system allows our radiologists to more
effectively pinpoint the size, shape and
location of abnormalities which leads

to better detection
and greater peace
of mind for our
patients.”
In conventional 2D
mammography,
overlapping
tissue is a leading
reason why small
breast cancers
may be missed
and normal tissue
may appear
abnormal, leading
to unnecessary
callbacks. This
new 3D exam
includes a threedimensional method
of imaging that can
greatly reduce the tissue
overlap effect for better
accuracy.

26th Annual

Christmas Fantasy
The Veterans Memorial Health Care Foundation’s
Christmas Fantasy 2017 will be held on Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday, November 10, 11,
12, and 13, at the Allamakee Fairgrounds Pavilion.
This year’s theme is “A Christmas to Remember.”
Items on display during this 26th annual
Foundation Fantasy will include many
breathtaking full size Christmas Trees,
each decorated and sponsored by area
individuals, organizations and businesses.

Each year there are more and more
“Veterans Memorial
wonderful shopping opportunities on
Hospital is committed
silent auction including centerpieces
and gifts baskets, wreaths, swags,
to the fight against breast
chairs, mini-trees, quilts, toys, wall
cancer, “ adds Leiran. “In
hangings and a wide variety of
offering the Genius exam,
other decorative items. These
VMH provides a more accurate
are all available for purchase
tool for breast cancer screening.
throughout the weekend
We are the first facility to offer 3D
through a silent auction with
mammography in Northeast Iowa
the highest bidder winning
and we feel so lucky to have such
the purchase of the item
advanced imaging technology right
when the auction ends
here at home, in our community.”
at 7:00 p.m. on Monday
evening, November 13.

From the
Administrator...
One year ago I had the privilege to begin a one year term as
Chair of the Iowa Hospital Association Board. As I handed
the position over to another hospital CEO last month, it gave
me time to reflect on the state of health care that stretches
beyond the walls of Veterans Memorial Hospital. During my
tenure as Chair, I traveled to Washington DC more than once,
discussed the impact of Medicaid being privatized to those
both receiving and providing care
to that population, and traveling to
all parts of the state to learn more
about Iowa hospitals. There are a
few takeaways from those activities
I would like to share with you.
First, Iowa is very well respected
in how health care is delivered.
Consistently ranked in the top 10
states for quality health care, Iowa
is usually on the leading edge for
finding new ways to meet quality
initiatives at the Federal level. From
reducing hospital acquired infections,
falls, or medication errors, to reducing readmissions for certain
illnesses, Iowa has worked hard to be a leader in these areas.
Second, in each community that the 118 hospitals in Iowa serve,
there is a great deal of pride in being able to care for the people
that live and work in their respective service areas. There are more
than 72,000 people employed by these hospitals to make sure
that needed services can be delivered close to home. The working
relationships between the rural and urban hospitals has been
strong in enabling the quick transfer of patients needing more
advanced care to the urban hospital, and when the time is right,
efforts are made to return them back to a facility near home.
Third, I am impressed by how willing hospitals are to share best
practices with other hospitals to help sustain and grow quality
care in Iowa. Veterans Memorial Hospital has learned from other
facilities and shared our quality practices as well.
Finally, I have learned that the Iowa Hospital Association is
an invaluable resource to hospitals in Iowa. They provide
education, information, and advocacy that help hospitals
respond to the ever changing world of health care. The
dedicated professionals who work at the Association are
very good at what they do, and are always willing to help.
Veterans Memorial Hospital has benefited from the
support and guidance of the Iowa Hospital Association.
Their information and education keep us current on
issues that impact us. Some of our physicians have
been involved in advocacy with guidance from the Iowa
Hospital Association. It takes a team effort to respond
to the ever changing world of health care.
The world of Veterans Memorial Hospital changed
to meet the needs of our service area as well. A
new clinic, new imaging technology, and a new
electronic medical record are examples of how
our team is addressing health care today.
As always, thank you for your continued
support of Veterans Memorial Hospital.
Have a safe and happy holiday season,
.Mike Myers, CEO

Now Open!
Veterans
Memorial
Hospital
MONONA CLINIC

Accepting
New Patients!
The new Veterans Memorial Hospital Monona Clinic
opened on September 12 and has been a great
success! Dr. Andrea Venteicher is currently at the clinic
full-time with Nurse Practitioner Krista Begalske and
Nurse Practitioner Lori Vlazny joining her in the very
near future. Begalske is scheduled to begin in mid
November. Vlazny will then begin working part-time
hours at the clinic to help ensure two providers will be
available most every day.
“We were overwhelmed by the friendly welcome we
received from the entire Monona area since we began
this venture and opened the clinic in town,” states
Mike Myers, Veterans Memorial Hospital administrator.
“Everyone who assisted in the remodeling of the
facility bent over backwards to work us into their busy
schedules all summer, to be sure everything was done
in time for our September opening and we made it.
We are so grateful and excited to be here.”
Patient following from Monona and the surrounding
area continues to grow with many families from the
area delivering their babies at the hospital as well. The
hospital is excited to bring even more accessible health
care to this population that has always been a very
important part of our service area!
The Veterans Memorial Hospital Monona Clinic is
accepting new patients. For any additional information or
to make an appointment, please contact the
Veterans Memorial Hospital Monona Clinic at
563-539-5656.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FAITH IN HEALING
Sharon Brown of Waukon has spent
the last year in and out of the hospital
following a long battle with an infection.
It all started with a routine visit with her
primary care physician, Dr. Perkins at
the Mayo Waukon Clinic, who found that
one of her heart valves was in need of
replacement.
Sharon had the procedure at Gundersen
Health in LaCrosse on September 28th,
2016. After her surgery, she was feeling great. A few weeks later, she noticed
an open area on the back of her right
leg that was not improving. Dr. Perkins
sent her to Gundersen La Crosse, to
see a vascular surgeon. It was deemed
necessary to have a surgical wound
debridement. After an unsuccessful attempt of a stent placement in one of the
veins in her lower leg, she spent several
days at Gundersen for wound care with
a wound vac and pain control. She was
eventually released from Gundersen with
the wound vac in place. She was told
she would need a skin graft and had to
return regularly to Gundersen for surgical
debridement of the wound. By the end of
December, the pain and constant travel
was very hard on Sharon, as well as her
spirits, and she gave up, telling her family
and physicians that she just couldn’t go
through this anymore.
“That process was so painful, I was at
the point I felt God wasn’t listening to
me and lost all faith,” states Sharon. “I
couldn’t care for myself and had to move
in with my daughter, Joan, who faithfully changed my wound dressings daily
and took incredible care of me. I am so
blessed to have not one, but two daughters who are nurses!”
On New Year’s Eve, the ambulance had
to come get Sharon because she could
no longer eat or drink and was ready to
give up. She was brought in and admitted to Veterans Memorial Hospital.
“Dr. Perkins came to see me New Year’s
Day and told me I wouldn’t have to have
that skin graft done because the wound
was starting to heal on its own, and I just
couldn’t believe it. So he brought in Dr.
Venteicher to talk to me since she had
been my ER doctor the night before,”
adds Sharon. She held my hand and
explained that sometimes we just have
to listen to God’s word. I told her I didn’t
think that He was listening and that I was
ready to die. Dr. Venteicher and Dr. Perkins both said that sometimes we have
to be quiet to listen for His word and said
He was speaking to me because I didn’t
need the skin graft. Amy Robinson, the
Physical Therapist and Rehab Director, took a look and also insisted that
the wound was healing on its own and I
would not need the grafting done. Then

it hit me, for three Tuesday’s in a row I
couldn’t make that trip to LaCrosse for
the wound vac because of bad weather,
so God was speaking to me then, telling
me it was going to be ok on its own.”
By the end of January, Sharon was back
home in her apartment with her daughter
still coming to change the dressing every
day. Sharon still had pain in her leg, and
continued like that until mid summer
when she starting having bad chills and
sweats at night. She first thought it was
the flu, and was again hospitalized. The
first night in the hospital, she spiked a fever that was so harsh, she pulled out her
IV’s, but had no recollection of it in the
morning. Sharon’s blood cultures were
not good. “Dr. Perkins was great at taking
the time to explain all of this to myself
and my daughters,” states Sharon.
Sharon was again sent to La Crosse, this
time by ambulance, where she met with a
team of physicians for infectious diseases
and cardiology. After nearly a week’s
stay there, she returned to Waukon with
an order for IV therapy every day for six
weeks. Since it was too hard to stay on
her own, she was able to stay at Veterans
Memorial Hospital on “swing bed” or
skilled care.
“I was so thankful to come back to
Waukon on skilled care. I stayed a week
and had my IV therapy along with some
physical therapy that really helped get
me stronger,” states Sharon. “When you
are older it just takes you more time to
get your strength back and I don’t think I
would have been able to make it without
being able to stay on swing bed.”
“Becky Welper was a God send. She
carefully walked through all the steps with
my LaCrosse physician to be sure I could
get back to Waukon on swing bed care.
She knows the process to be sure you
have the coverage and care you need,”
explains Sharon.
Sharon continued to come to VMH for
her IV therapy every day. Things were
going well until one day, sitting in the
treatment room, Mary Jo Meyer from Lab
came to draw some blood on her. Mary
Jo realized immediately that something
wasn’t right. “She calmly took my hand
and said, I will be right back Sharon.”
Mary Jo alerted the nursing staff and
came back. “I was unable to speak and
couldn’t understand why the words
wouldn’t come out,” states Sharon. They
took Sharon down the hall into ER, where
they performed a CT scan and confirmed
that she had just had a stroke.
Sharon then spent another three days
in the hospital and remains on blood
thinners to help prevent another possible stroke. “I know that if I would have
been anywhere else, they would not have

Sharon pictured with her
daughters Joan, Jane, & Julie
known me well enough to recognize that
I was having that stroke,” adds Sharon.
“Mary Jo took the time to talk to me
and realized right away something was
wrong. She calmly reacted quickly and
saved me from further damage.”
“When I reflect back on the last year and
how I had lost my faith, I realize now
that I wouldn’t be here today without the
care I received at VMH. It wasn’t just the
medical care, it was spiritual as well. I am
so blessed to have my faith back again.
There are miracles.”
“It has been a work in progress trying to
keep me out of the hospital, but it is such
an incredible blessing to have a hospital
right here in town that is so functional
and so aware of everyone’s needs,”
states Sharon. “They are so kind, and it’s
not just the nurses, but the housekeepers, maintenance, cooks, aides, ambulance staff, everyone. They have quite a
staff. I have always felt safe, completely
comfortable, cared for and cared about,
during my stays. The amount of compassion that I was given at VMH was
above and beyond. Even in the midst of
RAGBRAI, the hospital went out of their
way to ensure that my outpatient therapy
was not interrupted by road closures by
getting me to the hospital and back with
an ATV! My medical record is probably
the thickest one on file, but even so they
treated me wonderfully.”
“Everyone you meet at the hospital is
amazing. They are just all so, so good. I
just can’t say enough good things about
them. My leg is almost completely healed
now and I have my life back.”
“My entire experience was just unbelievable. We have a wonderful, absolutely
terrific hospital,” concludes Sharon. “I
don’t know what some people are thinking when they say they don’t think our local hospital is good enough. They should
all be on their knees thanking God that it
is here.”

VMH Staff Advise - Be Diligent In Your Own Breast Cancer Detection

Kelly Bollman of Calmar, an RN at
Veterans Memorial Hospital, is a
recent survivor of a rare form of
breast cancer. During her time off
from work, Kelly focused on her
hobby of stained glass art. She
is pictured here with four pieces
she recently finished for the new
mammography room at Veterans
Memorial Hospital.

Kelly Bollman of Calmar has been an
RN at Veterans Memorial Hospital since
2004. She has always followed a great
wellness plan, exercising and eating
right, scheduling her annual physicals,
including an annual mammogram. But
in the spring of 2015, at the young
age of 45, she found a lump while
performing a self breast exam about
six months after her last mammogram.
She immediately followed up with her
physician, had the lump biopsied as
well as an ultra sound, which found it
to be a benign, fatty tumor. Kelly was
relieved, and followed up on it again at
her next mammogram that fall, which
also read negative for breast cancer.
Yet the lump was still there and continued to grow, so regular follow-up was
scheduled for Kelly.
The following summer of 2016, she
was due for one of her follow ups,
which she put off a bit due to her
daughter’s high school graduation
as well as a move for the family from
Decorah to Calmar. When she noticed
the lump, which was still getting larger,
now had other side effects such as skin
discoloration, dimpling and some pain,
she was sent to LaCrosse where they
performed a biopsy and ultra sound.
What they found was a very rare form
of cancer, which required Kelly to be
seen at Mayo in Rochester in order
to specifically identify. She was then
diagnosed with angio sarcoma which is
not a typical breast carcinoma/cancer.
It is a type of soft tissue cancer that
can occur anywhere in the body, but
normally shows up in the skin or the

scalp, not the breast. As Kelly digested the fact that she had a very rare
form of cancer that happened to settle
in her breast, she quickly developed
a plan for treatment with Rochester
and within a couple weeks began her
chemotherapy. She completed three
full rounds or chemo and lost her hair,
then followed that with 25 rounds of
radiation to shrink the tumor, which
was very successful. In fact, after just
two rounds of chemo, her tumor was
no longer detectable, but they still continued to treat that spot. She was then
able to have a mastectomy on January
4 of 2017 and did not need any further
treatments.
“It is so important to be diligent and be
your own best advocate in diagnosing
breast cancer and any other ailment of
the body,” advises Kelly. “Not every
cancer can be detected, so you must
be diligent doing your own regular
checks and know your lumps.”
“Less than 10% of all angio sarcomas
like mine originate in the breast,” adds
Kelly. “In terms of breast cancers, they
account for less than .05% or approx
one in every 2500 breast cancers. That
is how rare it is.”
Kelly was back to work at the hospital
in February less than 8 weeks following
her mastectomy. Her whole treatment
plan did require her to take a six month
leave of absence from the hospital.
Thankfully, since then she has not had
any evidence of the disease anywhere
in her body. She continues with regular
scans every 4 months including a chest
CT, breast MRI, and labs which will
continue for a couple years since during that time frame there is the greatest
chance of recurrence. Her screens will
then move to every 6 months for five
years, then just yearly for 5 to 10 years.
“I have already been through a couple
rounds of scans, and after the one year
mark I will be able to have reconstructive surgery, so I am looking forward
to that in February, even though it is
an extensive 8-10 hour surgery,” adds
Kelly. “When I look back, I realize the
tumor could not have responded to the
treatments and not shrank, and could
have spread. So even though it was
a tough year, I really have a lot to be
thankful for.”
During Kelly’s treatments and time off
of work, she found herself spending a
lot of time alone with her two children
gone off to college and her husband
working a job on the road. She credits
her friends, family and co-workers as

the reason she survived this past year.
“My friends and family helped so
much…they are what got me through it
the most. I cannot say it enough, but it
truly was the support of family, friends
and co-workers. Whether it was setting up a ride schedule to take me to
radiation, sending a card, a phone call,
stopping by the house, whatever it
was, that is what got me through it.”
Hannah
Cota,
C.N.A. at
Veterans
Memorial
Hospital
pictured
here
with her
3 year old
daughter,
Amara.
Hannah Cota of Waukon is a Certified
Nursing Assistant at VMH. At the young
age of only 31 years old, Hannah just
happened to feel a lump under her arm
pit one day which was quickly found to
be breast cancer.
“I never thought I would have to worry
about breast cancer at my age,” stated
Hannah. “One day I felt something and
had it looked at, but still then I never
thought it was cancer. I was due for annual physical so within three weeks I was
seen and thankfully my provider didn’t
mess around with it and had me get a
mammogram and breast ultra sound right
away.”
Her lump was then biopsied the following week at Veterans Memorial Hospital,
then just two days later, on April 6, 2016,
it confirmed that Hannah had stage 2
breast cancer.
“They found my breast cancer was a fast
acting cancer, so they lost no time and
immediately set up a meeting with my
‘team’ as they call it, which included my
oncologist, a surgeon, a social worker,
etc.,” explains Hannah. “Since I was
positive for all the hormones of estrogen,
progesterone and Her2, they wanted to
get started with treatment right away
so they put in a port and I had my first
chemotherapy treatment just two weeks
later on April 22.”
Hannah continued with a total of six
rounds of chemotherapy, one every three
weeks until her last treatment on August 4.
(Continued on Page 10)

Christmas Fantasy Luncheons
(Continued from Page 1)
Until that closing time, bidders can
return, free of charge to the Fantasy
and raise their bid. All silent auction
items are decorated and donated by
area individuals to the Foundation.
2017 Fantasy Schedule of Events
“Tingle ‘N Mingle” Happy Hour
This event is sponsored by Four County
Ag & Four County Crop Service and
is a special opportunity to meet socially
with friends and co-workers. Over a
dozen tables of hearty hors d’oeuvres,
desserts, candies, breads and spirits
will be served among the trees from
5:00 to 8:00 p.m. on Friday night. The
cost is $15.00 per person. Tickets are
available at Veterans Memorial Hospital
and local banks, as well as at the door.
Wine, Cheese and Dessert Event
Saturday evening, November 11, will
host a special wine, cheese and dessert
event sponsored by Eagle’s Landing
Winery of Marquette and the Empty
Nest Winery of Waukon. The event
will begin at 7:00 p.m. Reservations
are required for this event as seats are
limited. Please call 568-4177 to make
a reservation. The cost for each ticket
is $15 per person, which includes
refreshments, dessert, viewing of the
decorations, and entertainment.
Fantasy Luncheons
Two special Christmas Fantasy
Luncheons sponsored by the
Allamakee Cattlemen’s Association will
be offered on Saturday, November 11,
and Monday, November 13. Please
call 568-6262 to make a reservation

Silent Auction

for either of the luncheons. The
cost is $15.00 per person. (Note:
Historically, the Monday luncheon
sells out, but the Saturday luncheon
offers more room to stroll around
and view the trees and is a great
option for enjoying the Fantasy with
friends and family from out of town.)
Visits and Photos with Santa
From 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on
Sunday, November 12, children will
be given a special chance to see the
Fantasy, plus have a visit with Santa
Claus himself! Story telling by Sue
Kiesau will add to the excitement.
Katie Hennessey of Cote’Color
Photography will be on hand for
a holiday Christmas card/picture
opportunity for your children with
Santa Claus. These photos will be
available for purchase.
General Viewing
The Christmas Fantasy 2017
event will be open to the public
on Saturday, November 11, from
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., on Sunday,
November 12, from 11:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., and Monday, November
13, from 2:00 to 7:00 p.m., offering
entertainment from area choirs and
artists. Complimentary Christmas
treats and cider will be available
during all these public showings.
The 26th Annual Christmas
Fantasy is planned and sponsored
by the Veterans Memorial Health
Care Foundation, including Sue
Blagsvedt, Dan Denk, Jane Dietrich,
Jackie Halverson, Kevin Hanson,
Amy Cote’, Ardie
Kuhse, Craig Lensing,
Dennis Lyons, Gail
Prestemon, Jeanette
Ruegnitz, Nona
Sawyer, Nancy Schoh,
Breanna Sommer and
Matt Teslow, assisted
by Kim Sylvester,
Karen Swenson, Julie
Thompson, Pat Pettingill
and Wayne Burk.

Gifts

The following generously responded with a monetary gift to the
Foundation’s 2016 Fall mail request. The funds raised purchased a
new Defibrillator for the Emergency Room.
IMO = In Memory of

Accord Architecture
Ted & Dorothy May Ager
Donald Aldrich –
IMO Lois Aldrich
Jack & Diane Allison
Gladwin & Darlene Anderson
IMO Curt Kruger
Marilyn Anderson
Dr. Thomas Anderson, DPM
Rev. David Andreae
Robert & Mary Axmear –
IMO Bryce David
David & Rhonda Bahr –
IMO Patty (Engrav)
Thornton
Elaine Bahr
Dwaine & Phyllis Baker
Mae Jean Bakke
Penny Barr
Jim & Nancy Barry
Larry Barthel, M.D.
John & Marian Bauercamper
Kelly Baxter
Dean & Sherry Bechtel
Lawrence & Marsha Benda
Matt & Michelle Benda
Loren & Lois Beneke
Brent & Betsy Benjegerdes –
IMO Jeff Berns
Kevin & Vicki Bentien
Rusty & Cynthia Berger –
IMO Maury & Colleen Hart
Brad & Erin Berns
Francis & Mary Berns
Jim & Sue Bieber
Jaerdis Bistodeau
Bill & Sue Blagsvedt
Chuck & Maxine Bloxham
Richard & Edith Bloxham
Craig & JoAnne Bodley –
IMO Ted Bodley
Scott & Kim Bollman –
IMO Emmett,
Betty & Kevin Howe
Fannie Borntreger
Cory & Amy Bowden
George & Kathy Brainard
Shirley Brainard
Curtis & Jan Brandsmeier
Ron & Nancy Brandt
Yvonne Brandt
Steve Breitenfield
Sandra Bresnahan –
IMO Fran Busness
Brent & Vivian Bruns
Wendy Bucheit –
IMO Roger Hesse
Ken Budzik
Chris & M’liss Bulman
Jerry & Machelle Bulman
Loren & Margaret Bulman –
IMO Delbert Bulman
Marilyn & Robert Bulman
Tim Bulman –
IMO Dorie & Loretta
Bulman
Pat & Ann Burckart
Wayne & Joan Burk
Ray & Mary Ann Burke
Keith & Margaret Burrett
Ken & Diane Butikofer
Jane Butler – IMO Bob Butler
Dan & Traci Byrnes
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James J. Byrnes
Roger & Rita Byrnes –
IMO Kevin Cooper
Rupert & Martha Caballero
Cady Business Techologies
Blair & Lori Cahoon –
IMO Dorothy Gress
Dan & Sue Cahoon
Tom & Lavonne Callahan
Mona Campbell
Dr. Linda Carstens &
Randy Petersburg
Kay Carter – IMO Leo Carter
Ross & Mary Cavanagh
Gwen Brainard –
IMO James M. Brainard
Carl & Betty Christianson
Lisa Christianson
Roger & Marilyn
Christofferson
Dr. William & Sheila Clair
Dave & Dawn Clark
Melissa Clarke
Bill & Jane Collins
Leo & Kathy Conway –
IMO Robert Ferring
Bill & Linda Cook – IMO
Donald &
Dennis Bahr & Charles
Cook
Dennis & Corinne Cook
Marlene “Mickey” Cook –
IMO Charles Cook
Jim & Stacie Cooper
Charles & Shirley Cota
Dave & Karen Cota – IMO
Lila Mahr
Joe & Mary Cunningham
Steve & Bobbie Cunningham
John & Eileen Curtin
Neal & Nancy Daley
Terry Danczyk
Dave Cota Electric Service
Gary & Joan David –
IMO Bryce David
Dave Davies
Dennis & Sandy Deal
Dennis & Linda DeBuhr
Betty Decker
Gayle & Carol Decker
James & Kelly Deeney
Herbert & Ann Dehli
Caty Deneen
Jane Dietrich –
IMO Duane Dietrich
Dorothy Dittman
Bob & Dorla Drahn
Lorraine Drew
James & Sallie Driscoll
Matching Gift-Prudential
Steve & Denise Duffy
Dave & Cheryl Duncklee
Duane & Shirley Duvel
Elaine Eadie
Deb Eberling –
IMO Scott Eberling
Loren Lee Eberling
Dean Eickelberg –
IMO Diana Eickelberg
Gordon & Louise Ellingson
Don Eslinger
Duane & Becky Estebo
Harvey & Betty Estebo

Lois Evans
Mary Fahey
Paul & Mary Farley
Margaret Ferring –
IMO Robert Ferring
Mary Fink – IMO Rodney
“Occo” Fink &
Joann Schwartzhoff
Tom and Sandy Fink –
IMO Rodney Fink
Terry & Beth Fitzpatrick
Jill Fleming
Tennis Foels –
IMO Diane Foels
Robert & Karen Fossum
Ronald Fox
Freedom Bank
Charles & Marcella Fritz
Rebecca Fritz
Gaylen Fruechte –
IMO John & Ora Fruechte
Tom & Alana Gavin
Richard & Anna Gearhart –
IHO Veterans Memorial
Hospital
Nate & Tami Gebel
Dorothy Gelo
Becky Gesing –
IMO Merlin Gesing
Floyd Gettman –
IMO Helen Gettman
Ben & Amy Ghelf
Michael & Cindy Gibbs –
IMO Darrel Bushman &
Eunice Bushman
Shawn & Danette Gibbs
Greg & Suzanne Gilbertson
Romandus & Joan Gisleson
Sharon Goeke &
James Klemp –
IMO Esther Klemp
Frank & Patty Goltz
Matt & Andi Goltz
Mary Jo Goodman
Orrin & Nan Grangaard
Crystal & Lance Gray
Lee and Fran Gruenhaupt
Dean & Clarian Gunderson
Clarence & Judy Haberichter
Jason & Lorie Hackman
Bob & Kristi Hager
Dustin & Kathy Hager
Elsa Hager – IMO Keith Hager
& Steve E. Hager
John & Denise Hager
Dr. David & Suzanne Hahn
Don & DiAnne Haler
Velma Hall
Barton & Marilyn Hamm
Dave & Karla Hammel –
IMO Emmett & Betty Howe
Bill & Carol Hancock
Robert & Gweneth Joy
Hansmeier
Harriet Hanson
Dale Hart
Jim & Kay Hawes
Dan & Denise Headington –
IMO Wayne Headington
Robert Heffern
Robyn & Connie Henderson
Shirley Henkes

Nyles & Ruby Herman
Randy & Lori Hesse –
Matching Gift – Alliant
Energy
John Hitner
Jeremy & Heather Hogan
Larry & Carolyn Homewood
Randy Hover – IMO Delbert
Bulman
Steven & Cindy Iverson
Vivian Iverson
Trent & Lori Jacobs
Ralph & Rosemary Jahnke
Harold & Bonnie James
Clint & Dacia Johnson
David & Robin Johnson
Jim & Helen Johnson
Melvin & Cindy Johnson
Joe Keenan –
IMO Maureen Keenan
Jeff C. & Natalie Kelly
Mary & Tim Kelly
Rich & Sue Keppler
Mary Kernan
John & Lorna Kerndt
Leslie & Ada Marie Kerndt Jr.
Gary Klein
Larry & Nancy Klocke –
IMO Eaton &
Barb Cote’ and Leo Klocke
Mark & Tammy Knudtson –
IMO Lyle Westby
Scot Knudtson
Jeremy & Jeni Kolsrud
Kris & Jennifer Kovarik –
IHO Joe O’Neill
Curt & Diane Kraus
Carol L Krumme
Ardie Kuhse
Roger & Janet Kuhse –
IMO Bernice Schrabeck
Dr. Steve Kurth, DDS
Dr. Steve & Judy Kurth
Greg & Amy Lage
Brenda Lamb –
IMO Craig White
Ken & Jill Lampman
Dennis & Sharon Landt
Darlene Lange
Cal & Ann Langford
Dean & Gail Lansing
Cyril & Shirley Larkin
Lillian E Larson –
IHO Pastor Corey Larson
Mike & Kristine Larson
Ed & Chris Lauerman Jr.
Adam & Amanda Leiran
Marlys Leiran –
IMO Willard Leiran
Richard & Joan Leiran –
IMO Norman & Willard
Leiran
Craig & Barb Lensing
Roger Lenz
Robert & Barb Leppert Sr. –
IMO Dr. Benjamin Nesseim
Robert & Judy Lewey
Fran Lindsay –
IMO Corey Cooper
Tony & Terry Link –
IMO Verdine Berns
Randy & Karen Loeb
William & Heidi Loebig

Rev Lonning –
IMO Dale, Elnora
Terry & Jan Robey
Marie Loven
Dave & Sandy Lyons –
IMO Katelyn Lyons
Dennis & Sherri Lyons
Frank & Joyce Lyons
Theresa Lyons
Rose Magner
Ken & Rose Ann Mark
John Marsden
Fred & Lisa Mathews
Jim McCormick
Pat & Deb McGeough
Mike & Sue McMillan –
IMO Lindsey McMillan
Taras Medvid –
IMO My Mother & Father
Earl & Patricia Meeter
Scott & Barb Melcher
Jim & Ellen Mellick
Bob & Angie Mettille
John & Kathy Meyer
Russell & Mary Jo Meyer
Harold & Linda Miller
Mary Miller
Ray & Dietsy Mitchell
Russell & Marlene Moline, Jr.
Dave & Sheryl Mooney –
IMO Leo Mooney
Maurice and Kay Mooney
Larry & Mary Jo Moore, DVM
Lesa Moose
Jim Moritz
Cici Mueller –
IHO Natalie Kelly, RN
Dave & Brenda Mueller
Wayne & Emily Mugge
Mike & Teresa Myers
Robert Nargang
Dennis & Barb Nebendahl
Sheilah Nelson
Scott & Karen Ness –
IMO Rodney Fink
Dave & Rita Newton
Chad & Cheryl Nolting
Ruth Nolting –
IMO Martin H. Nolting
Mary Jo Nordheim –
IMO Margaret Shindoll
Randy & Patty Nordheim –
IHO VMH Staff &
Administration
John & Lynn O’Hara
Eleanor O’Neill –
IMO Steve O’Neill
John H O’Neill
John & Mary O’Neill
Dr. Ken & Sharon Olson –
IMO Gretl Reiterer
Ernie & Donnalee Osland
Abigail Osterholm
Eric & Stephanie Palmer
Greg & Marlene Palmer
John & Meghan Palmer
Lars & Jen Palmer
Russel & Sally Paus
JoAnn Peake
Dr. Steve & Stefanie Perkins
Marvin & Anita Petersen
Dr. Craig & Deb Phipps
Greg & Rosie Piggott
Lawrence & Patricia Powell
Dave & Gail Prestemon

Harold & Connie Pronga
Valetta Radloff
Rainbow Quarry
Jim Ranum & Mary Milewsky
John & Janice Rea –
IMO James &
Catherine Hennessy &
William Rea
Mary Beth Regan
Dale & Elaine Reiser
Pat & Tara Reisinger
Ron & Tami Renne –
IMO Ralph Renne
Geneva Rice – IMO Glen Rice
Amy & Jerry Robinson
Brian Rodman
Jim Rossi
Robert & Julie Rotach
Roger & Jeanette Ruegnitz
Dan & Linda Ryan
Jim & Linda Ryan
Daryl & Norma Sander
Keith & Pat Sander
Dave & Wendy Sanderson
Elsie Sanderson –
IMO Richard Sanderson
Robin Sawyer –
IHO Wayne & Nona
Sawyer
Wayne & Nona Sawyer
Keith & Kathy Schacht
Alex & Teresa Schaefers –
IMO Tom Troendle
Dean Schellhammer –
IMO Ralph & Eunice
Schellhammer
Richard Schilling
Danny & Sue Schlitter
Kent & Theresa Schlitter
David & Denise Schmelzer
William & Shirley
Schneeberger
Dave & Janet Schoeberlein
Leon & Jane Schoh
Nancy Schoh –
IMO James Moose
Ruby Schoh
Dan & Mary Scholtes
Bob & Joyce Schorg
Tom & Caroll Schreiber
Bryan Schulte
Lyle & Julie Schulte
Dan Schweikert
Kay E. Sewick
Corey & Trish Shelton –
IMO Carrie Larson, Mike
Regan & Don Shelton
Daniel & Lori Shogren
Jerry & Linda Siegrist

Frank & Carol Sivesind
Marian Smedsrud –
IMO Arden Smedsrud
Fred & Geralyn Smith
Karen Smith –
IMO Judy Erb &
Joann Schwartzhoff
Kari Smith
Randy & Pam Smith
Jon & Nancy Snitker –
IMO Chantel Snitker
Cletus & Sandi Sommer –
IMO Ralph & Ileen Sweeney
Jeff & Amy Sommer
Gary & Karen Soper
Dean & Lynn Sorensen
Grace Sorenson
Dennis & Chris Soride
Todd & Jan Soukup
Brent Spurgin
Dave & Donna Stangeland –
IMO Gretchen Stangeland
IMO Bob White
Ken & Judy Steiber
Al & Jeanne Stein – IMO Chris
& Stephanie Stein
Chris & Tracy Stewart
Kent & Rhonda Stock
Lyle & Annette Stock
Margaret “Peggy” Stock
Rachel Stone
Larry & Nancy Straate
Marv & Marge Strike
Madonna Stumme –
IMO Howard Stumme
Jim & Margo Sweeney –
IMO Ray & Monica
Sweeney
IMO Bob & Vonnie White
Mike & Shawna Sweeney
Randy & Diane Sweeney
Gordon & Sandra Tangen
Jane Tepesch –
IMO Francis “Bill” Tepesch
Walter & Lorraine Teslow
Steve & Maureen Thode
Tom and Lynn Thomson
Bruce & Sue Torkelson
Traco Medical, Inc.
Dan & Lori Treangen
Betty Troendle
Leo Butch” & Lilah Troendle”
Margaret L Troendle
Tony & Frederica Trunkel
Regi & Denise Tysland –
IMO Kenneth Fahey
Robert & Kathryn Van
Brocklin –
IMO Joyce Shogren
Howard & Dorothy
Van Ruler

New Defibrillator

Robert & Jane Venes
Ray & Kerry Wacker
Clair & Cathy Wagner
Rachel Wagner
WahlTEK
Susan Walker –
IMO Michael D. Walker
Dorothy Wandling
Mary Ward
Dwight & Michelle Watkins
Waukon Dental
Wayne & Shelley Weber
Phyllis Welch Family
IMO Phyllis Welch
Ralph & Joanne Welch –
IMO Jackie Welch & Jamie
Ryan
Steve & Becky Welper
Bernard Welsh –
IMO Carolyn Welsh
Kevin & Teri Welsh –
IMO Daniel Welsh &
Rodney Fink
Jackie Westby –
IMO Lyle Westby
Donald Weymiller
Edwin Weymiller –
IMO Sharon Weymiller
Franklin & Jean Ann
Weymiller –
IMO Muriel A. Cooper
IMO James T. Weymiller
John & Elnora Weymiller
Kelsey & Frank Weymiller
Mike & Kathy Whalen
Pat & Karen Whalen
Raymond & Edna Whalen
Ann White – IMO Edmond
White & Craig White
IMO Craig White
Betty White
Harlan & Darlene White
Sara White
Darrel & Rosanne Wicks
Bob & Bonnie Wild
Joe & Patti Wild Strobel
Lotus Wilder
Jake & Jessica Wilke
Lyle & Barb Wilkes
Scott & Tina Willger
Gary Williams
Les & JoAnn Winters
Chris & Nancy Wonderlich
Kate Wooden
Brian & Denise Wullner –
IMO Alvin M. Hanson
William & Edna Wyninger
Sylvester & Ivanell Zobeck
Rose R Zoll
Nick & Deb Zuercher

SUCCESSFUL 2017
COMMUNITY
CAMPAIGN
GIFTS NEW
DEFIBRILLATOR
TO ER
DEPARTMENT
The Veterans Memorial
Health Care Foundation
gifted a new defibrillator
to the hospital for use
in the ER with the funds
raised through the
successful community
campaign last fall. The
LifePak 15 is the standard
in emergency care for
advanced cardiac life
support. The features of
this monitor help us give
the best possible care
for our patients with the
latest technology.
All those who donated to
this campaign are listed
at left.

Pictured with the new
LifePak 15 defibrillator
that was purchased with
the generous donations
received from last fall’s
community campaign,
is the ER providers at
Veterans Memorial Hospital.
From left to right is Jon
Hawes, PA; Antoinette
“Toni” Thompson, NP; and
Bill Specht, NP.

Maternity Services

Testimonials
to leave the
hospital with
ease.
The hospital
also brought
my husband,
Lucas, and
I a new
friendship. We
met another
couple getting
ready to have
their first child
as well at
the birthing
classes in
the hospital.
It turns out

Pictured Above:
Casey & Nash Treangen &
Lindsey & Ella Lund
“I was pleasantly surprised with how
at home I felt at Veterans Memorial
Hospital. We had the best doctor,
Dr. Perkins, and nurses and staff,
that went above and beyond which
made us feel safe and secure. Being
first time parents and bringing home
our newborn was a scary thought,
but the nurses and staff gave us the
education and confidence needed

they were our neighbors. By chance
we ended up having our children
one day apart and went from living
a house apart to staying a room
apart in the hospital. The Lund’s
brought us dinner a couple of days
after leaving the hospital and we had
them over for dinner the next week.
The babies sat in the swing and rock
n play next to each other while we
talked, laughed, and shared stories
about our stay at the hospital and the
surprises our babies had brought us
since being born. From there Lindsey

Pictured
at Left:
Jason and
Danielle
Howe
with their
children,
Dakota
at left,
Dallas at
right, sons
Dalton
and Dayne
in front,
and baby
Drew.
“When my husband, Jason, and I
decided to schedule a c-section, I
requested to have Dr. Nesseim because, well, in one word, he is awesome! When I went into labor five
days prior to the scheduled section,
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my biggest fear was that I wasn’t
going to get Dr. Nesseim since it
was the middle of the night. I called
into the hospital and they assured
me he would still be able to do it.
We headed to the hospital and were

and I planned daily walks, where we
talk about how the night before went
and discuss the joys and struggles of
parenthood. It’s safe to say Veterans
Memorial brought us a healthy baby
and a great friendship.”
CASEY TREANGEN, WAUKON
“My husband, Tim, and I are so glad
we chose VMH for the delivery of
our daughter. We were blessed to
have two great physicians there, Dr.
Ross and Dr. Schwartz, since it was
Dr. Ross’ last day. Being first-time
parents we had a lot of questions
and concerns. We took a series of
childbirth classes and not only felt
more prepared, but also met a couple
that would later become our good
friends. Coincidentally we found out
we were neighbors and lived only a
block away. In addition, our babies
were born just a day apart! It has
been fun to share our experiences
and watch our children grow-up
together. We are so blessed to live in
a wonderful community and want to
especially thank the doctors, nurses,
and staff at VMH for their amazing
support throughout our entire
pregnancy and delivery.
LINDSEY LUND, WAUKON

greeted by a whole team of nurses
ready to do whatever they needed
to do to help bring our miracle, Drew
Emmett, into this world.
We now have a total five children
who were delivered in three different hospitals. Let me tell you, VMH
hands down, blows the other hospitals out of the water. Every nurse
was absolutely amazing. Dr. Nesseim, as I said before, you’re amazing! Dr. Barbee was also there for me
and she handled it like a champ. I
truly wish I could have delivered all of
my children in town. I just want to let
everyone know how lucky we are to
have such a wonderful hospital in our
area. I can’t say enough good things
about the whole experience. Every
VMH employee I encountered during
my stay was phenomenal. You all
should be proud of yourselves!”
DANIELLE HOWE, WAUKON

Surgery Services Updates

Some Surgical Staff members are pictured with the
new microscope purchased by the hospital for use
by Dr. Cindy Calderon during cataract surgeries.
Pictured in front row from left to right includes
William Loebig, CRNA; Breanne Bernau, RN; Tara
Reisinger, RN; Brooke Weighner, RN; and Suzette
Mahoney, RN, Surgery Supervisor. Back row, left
to right, includes Jessica Jones, RN; Rachel Berns,
RN; Heidi Whalen, RN; and Juli Viet, RN.

The Surgery Department at Veterans
Memorial Hospital has seen some
changes over the last few months.
Long time orthopedic provider Dr. Val
Lyons is currently on medical leave from
Veterans Memorial Hospital, with his
return anticipated sometime in January.
Dr. Lyons has arranged for coverage
during his absence, so orthopedic
services continue to be available at
VMH provided by Dr. Lee Merritt and Dr.
Thomas Distefano.
Winneshiek Medical Center and the
Decorah Mayo surgeons have decided
they will no longer have a presence at
Veterans Memorial Hospital. Gundersen
surgeons, who have served VMH since
1992, continue their strong support
covering both scheduled procedures
and emergency cases.
“We were very disappointed that Mayo
in Decorah made this sole decision, but
we have always enjoyed our relationship
with Gundersen,” states Mike Myers,
Administrator of Veterans Memorial
Hospital. “The Gundersen Surgeons
have been providing quality service to
our patients for many years and we
appreciate they have volunteered to
provide even more services here.”
Dr. Phillip Yee offers scheduled general
surgery services at VMH every Monday,
and alternating Thursdays and Fridays.
“For over a decade, I have been
privileged to serve Allamakee County
and beyond for surgical services.

My commitment to
the community hasn’t
changed. I am happy to
continue to provide this
surgical care at our local
hospital.”
Emergency surgery
coverage is provided by
Dr. Yee, and his fellow
Gundersen general
surgeons, Dr. Scott
Bierman and Dr. Michael
LaBelle.
Colonoscopies continue
to be a commonly
performed procedure in
the Veterans Memorial
Hospital surgical suite.
This procedure typically
takes approximately three
hours from start to finish.

Both men and women are at risk for
colon cancer, and the risk of developing
colorectal cancer increases with age. All
men and women 50 years of age and
older should be screened, or earlier for
anyone with a sibling, parent or child
with colon cancer.
“Despite the lethal nature of colon
cancer, fewer than half of all Americans
undergo regular screenings,” explains
Dr. Yee. “Colon cancer can be greatly
reduced through screenings that help
us find cancer in an early, more curable
stage, as well as precancerous growths,
called polyps. Removing polyps can
prevent cancer from ever occurring.
Most people hate the idea of having a
colonoscopy. Whether they are worried
about the discomfort, embarrassment
or fear of what might be found,” says Dr.
Yee. “But if you ask most people who
have had a colonoscopy, you’ll hear, ‘It
wasn’t as bad as I thought it would be.’”
Dr. Phillip Yee
offers scheduled
general surgery
services at
Veterans
Memorial Hospital
every Monday,
and alternating
Thursdays
and Fridays,
and provides
emergency
coverage
as well.

Dr. Yee also routinely performs a wide
range of surgical interventions, including
laparoscopic procedures (such as gall
bladder removal or tubal ligation), hernia
repair, and Cesarean sections. High-def
technology by Olympus is always used
at Veterans Memorial Hospital during all
laparoscopic procedures, arthroscopies,
and colonoscopies. The benefit of highdef is the outstanding picture quality
that allows the surgeon to work with
greater precision and safety.
Dr. Cindy
Calderon,
Ophthalmologist, visits
Veterans Memorial Hospital twice
per month
to perform
cataract
surgery so
patients can
conveniently
have one eye
done one week, and the other one
the next.

Gundersen ophthalmologist Dr. Cindy
Calderon is now available in Waukon
the first and last Tuesdays of the
month to perform cataract surgery.
This allows one eye to be done one
week, and the second eye to be
performed the following week, as
most patients prefer. VMH recently
purchased a new Alcon microscope
and phaco unit (used to remove the
cataract), so Dr. Calderon has state of
the art equipment at her disposal.
Dr. Greg Valkosky travels to Waukon
each week to consult with patients
at the Gundersen Clinic, and perform
any needed surgical procedures at
Veterans Memorial Hospital. Typical
procedures performed by Dr. Valkosky
include bunionectomies and joint
fusions, as well as repair of foot
and ankle fractures. Gundersen
podiatrists Dr. Brooke Tappe and Dr.
Craig Sullivan also maintain privileges
at VMH, and may perform surgery
here when a patient desires to do so.
Please call the Veterans Memorial
Hospital Surgical Coordinator or
Surgery Department at 568-3411 to
inquire about any surgical procedure.
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(Continued from Page 4)
“My treatments were always on Thursdays, so the following Sunday through
Thursday I did not feel well at all. Plus
I lost my hair, had no appetite and food
tasted like metal to me,” adds Hannah. “I
was dizzy, light headed, nauseous, and
had mouth sores so I pretty much spent
those days in bed sleeping. The next
week and a half before my next treatment
I was able to work part-time and felt
pretty good most of the time, but it was
really tough.”
With Hannah’s type of cancer, she was
advised to first treat with chemotherapy
to get rid of the cancer, and then she
could decide the rest of her treatment
with a variety of options.
“I could have gone through many radiation treatments and just had a lumpectomy, but I opted to do a double mastectomy with reconstruction right away
and not have to go through all of those
treatments. With my young age and how
well I reacted to the chemotherapy, they
thought I would be a successful candidate for a new type of mastectomy where
they cut under the breast, peel back the

outer breast covering, remove all the
breast tissue inside, place the reconstructive material, then cover again with
my own breast covering, so it was like I
never lost my breasts at all. It just made
me feel so much better knowing that I
would have my own skin and really my
own breasts when it was all finished.”
During this procedure on September 8,
Hannah had some lymph nodes removed
that did not show any further signs of
cancer which was very positive for her.
Following her mastectomy, she had to
remain off of work for 10 weeks until she
healed, returning the end of November
and she has been working her regular
schedule ever since, for nearly a year
now. She will never need to have another
mammogram, but does continue with her
regular check-ups and will continue to
take a maintenance chemo pill for a few
more years.
“Hearing the words that you have cancer
is no easy matter. I went through lots of
stages like sadness, anger and determination. But I do know one thing for sure,
my family, friends, and work family in this
community and surrounding area helped
push through this and I will never be able

to thank them enough,” she adds.
“I would tell everyone to definitely do
their own monthly self-breast exams,
no matter what your age is. And if you
notice anything unusual, get it looked
at right away. If you wait, it could be so
much worse,” advises Hannah. “I never
once thought I could have breast cancer,
but actually my body was very tired at
this time, like it was trying to tell me to go
in and have a physical. So when I found
the lump it confirmed that I needed to go
to the doctor. I am so thankful that I listened to that sign and acted when I did.”

Hannah & Kelly

Rehabilitation Provides a Great
“Tune Up” When Needed
The Rehabilitation Department at
Veterans Memorial Hospital has
proven to be a great place to come
whenever someone feels they
need to “tune up” and regain some
strength in their muscle tone, work
on better balance, or flexibility.
Marshall Kruse is one of those
patients. For the past five years, he
has been visiting the Rehabilitation
department for regular physical and
occupational therapy each spring
and fall. Marshall experienced a
brain injury 2005 while living in Cedar
Falls. After he and his family moved
to Lansing, he began having his
rehabilitation at Veterans Memorial
Hospital. Whenever he feels that
he has declined in his abilities, he
receives doctor’s orders to attend
rehab to work on building his
muscles back up and get walking
again.
“Marshall has had great success
with this rehabilitation schedule,”
states Amy Robinson, PT,
Rehabilitation Director at Veterans
Memorial Hospital. “He will attend
rehabilitation sessions with us twice
a week and spend about 2 hours
here each time working hard to

regain his strength. Then after he is
all ‘tuned up’ again he is ready to
head back home to his own exercise
routine.”
Marshall does work hard at home
using his own pulley system and gym
equipment, but appreciates getting
out of the house for his therapy.
“Coming to the Rehabilitation
department is great for me,” states
Marshall. “Working with the staff and
alongside the other patients really
helps motivate me. When I see I am
slowing down at home, then I know it
is time to come in for another round
of exercise.”
Robinson sees many patients of all
ages that frequent the Rehabilitation
department for the same reasons.
“We often see patients coming
back for another round of therapy
to help rebuild those muscles that
have weakened, or work on their
balance, or flexibility. Rehab also
helps people stay safe and lessen
their risk for falls in the home or out
in the community. We all enjoy the
companionship that our patients
share. Not only does it motivate
them to work hard, but it motivates

Pictured is Marshall Kruse of Rural
Lansing with Amy Robinson,
Rehabilitation Director at Veterans
Memorial Hospital.
all of us staff members as well to see
the possibilities in all of our patients
and work toward that goal.”
Anyone interested in seeking
physical or occupational
rehabilitation should contact their
medical provider for a professional
referral. For questions, please
contact the Veterans Memorial
Hospital Rehabilitation Department
at 568-3411.

Shirley O’Hara began her 40 year career
in the Housekeeping Department on
February 26, 1974. Just four years
later, she became the Housekeeping
Supervisor for Veterans Memorial
Hospital where she remained until her
retirement on December 31, 2014.
Shirley shares here memories of how
the profession of hospital housekeeping
evolved over the years.
“I can remember being interviewed by
Caroll Fransen who was Maintenance
Supervisor at the time, and Curt
Schoenthal who was a maintenance
person. Maintenance was in charge of
Housekeeping then and there were only
three housekeepers on staff. Gladys
Kiesau was the 2nd floor housekeeper
so she had all the surgeries to clean by
herself. Inez Osland worked 3rd floor
and cleaned after all the babies were
born, so whenever one was on vacation,
the other had to do the whole works on
both floors. Diane Robinson also filled
in where needed. In those days, the
nurse aides cleaned the patient rooms
except Housekeeping cleaned the
bathrooms and mopped the floors. Our
hours were 6 a.m. 2:30 p.m., but if we
had a surgery or a baby born, we would
come back in to clean.”
“My most favorite place to clean was
always surgery. It was amazing what
you learned from great staff like Mary
‘Muggs’ Berns. I was always so curious
and she patiently answered all of my
questions. After regular hours, if we
had back to back surgeries or a high
census in OB, we would come back in
to clean. For the back to back surgeries
after hours, we would sleep upstairs.
Muggs would buzz us to come down
and clean, then back to bed we went
until she buzzed us again!”
“I will never forget, on my first day
of training, Diane Robinson told me
to be so careful in Surgery, cleaning

thoroughly
because
you never
know who will be the
next person on that
surgery table…it could
be you. The very next
day it was her, Diane,
who ended up in surgery
with an emergency
appendectomy!”
“It was a rough start for me with a
two and a four year old at home, and
my husband, Kenny, had just had an
accident at work, getting scalded by
a hot water heater. Soon after, both
kids had the chicken pox, so thankfully
my neighbor Ethel Christianson came
over to take care of the kids and Kenny
so I could keep working. My 2 year
old couldn’t say Ethel, so she became
‘Apple’ to him!”
In 1978, the Maintenance and
Housekeeping Departments split into
two departments, so Shirley became
the first Housekeeping supervisor at
VMH. They also were given the floor
care duties for the entire hospital where
they have remained since then.
The hospital kept increasing in size,
building the new addition in 1976 for
ER and Radiology, and then the major
expansion and renovation in 19982000. With all the extra space, the
Housekeeping department currently has
14 full-time housekeepers on staff.
“There have been many changes in
the infection control practices over the
years as well. When I first started we
didn’t wear gloves and put our hands
in the disinfectant water all day long.
We didn’t know better then, but as
they updated the guidelines for health
care we started to wear protective
equipment and are continually changing
to the latest products for infection
control, keeping our infection rate to a
minimum.”
“We also wore dresses years ago, so

thank heavens we changed to pants
and tops. It was hard to climb ladders
in dresses and nylons! The nurses
made the same change about the same
time.”
Shirley wanted to be professionally
educated on all of these regulations for
disinfecting and cleaning techniques
so she spent one weekend a month
for 18 months in Waterloo studying to
become a certified housekeeper which
she achieved in 1982. The Laundry
department, which Karen Anderson
had been supervising, became a
part of Housekeeping in the mid
1980’s, so Shirley then achieved the
National Laundry Linen Certification
in Minneapolis. She spent many
hours each year attending meetings
and trainings to keep up these
certifications.
“Another big change was incorporating
ergonomics into the job, building
a folding table for staff of different
heights, purchasing carts with mops
and buckets in one, and linen carts
that moved the heavy linens up as you
unloaded them, to name a few. But my
proudest moment was when we were
named the third cleanest hospital in the
state of Iowa in 2009!”
“We had just wonderful people to work
with. It is hard work, there’s no doubt
about it, but it is very satisfying work.
You have your own inner satisfaction of
the job you did. Those staff that have
stayed many years are very proud of
how things are kept clean. They too
realize that you never know who might
be on that surgery table next…maybe
even yourself!”

Medical
Staff
at VMH
Dave Schwartz, MD
Thomas McMullan, MD
Benjamin Nesseim, MD
Steven Perkins, DO
Andrea Venteicher, MD
Nicole Barbee, MD
Elizabeth Leschensky, N.P.
Michelle Mertens-Dodgen, N.P
Jenny Stegen, P.A.
Jessica Everman, PA
Krista Begalske, N.P.
Lori Vlazny, N.P.
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Ophthalmology
Cindy Calderon, MD
Orthopedic Surgery
Val Lyons, MD
Ear, Nose, Throat
David Valencia, MD
Mike Schultz, Audiologist
Cardiology
Charles Cagin, MD
Tahir Tak, MD
Pathology
Anna Ryan, MD
Radiology
Gundersen Lutheran 			
Radiologists
Surgery
Phillip Yee, MD
Scott Bierman, MD
Michael LaBelle, MD
Urology
Michael Price, MD
Dentistry
Linda Carstens, DDS
Mark Fohey, DDS
Podiatry
Greg Valkosky, DPM
Brooke Tappe, DPM
Craig Sullivan, DPM
Thomas Marquardt, DPM
Anesthesiology
Mark Bishop, CRNA
Skip Loebig, CRNA
Rheumatology
Tim Buckley, MD

Dr. Dave Schwartz was awarded a Hospital Hero Award at
the annual Iowa Hospital Association convention in October.
Making the presentation to Dr. Schwartz is Veterans Memorial
Hospital Administrator, Mike Myers, who also served this past
year as the Iowa Hospital Association Chairman, and Jim Kelly,
retired pro football player and key note speaker at the event.

“Exceptional Care by
Exceptional People”

VETERANS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
If you would like to receive this newsletter and other information from Veterans Memorial
Hospital via email, please share your email address with us on our hospital website:

www.veteransmemorialhospital.com
MISSION: VMH enhances the lives of those we serve by providing
an exceptional healthcare experience with compassion.
VISION: VMH will be a premier health facility and a leader in fostering
a healthy community through innovation, excellence, stewardship, and
commitment to the people we serve throughout their lifetime.
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